JUDITH COSSIN BERKMAN ’59 ENDOwed FUND IN SOCIAL WORK WOW

Lydia McCaleb ’16, Lawyers for Children, New York, NY

THEATER WOW

Rachel Liff ’16, Eugene O’Neill Theatre Center, Waterford, CT

SCIENCE WOW

Vivian Liu ’17, Division of Translational Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

ALEXANDER P. HECKLER/GOVERNOR ANN RICHARDS INTERNSHIP FUND IN POLITICS WOW


LOUIS D. BRANDeIS LEGACY FUND FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE WOW

Aliya Bean ’16, PFLAG National, Washington, DC

Luke Bredensteiner ’17, Omaha Farmers Market, Omaha, NE

Joy Brenner-Letich ’16, School for Chiapas, Chiapas, Mexico

Lisbeth Buneo ’17, Interfaith Worker Justice, Worker Justice Project, New York, NY

Honoré Cole ’17, One World Now!, Seattle, WA

Daniela Dimitrova ’16, The Rose Art Museum, Waltham, MA

Marissa Ditkowsky ’15 (Dec), Alliance for Justice, Washington, DC

Julia Doucett ’16, Supportive Living Incorporated, Lexington, MA

Risa Dunbar ’17 (Dec), Project Harmony Israel, Jerusalem, Israel

Rebecca Epstein ’18, United for a Fair Economy, Boston, MA

Emma Farber ’16, Root Cause’s Social Innovation Forum, Boston, MA

Rebecca Groner ’17, National Consumers League, Washington, DC

Zari Havercome ’16, Empowering Through Education Camp, Hinche, Haiti

Gabi Hersch ’17, American Jewish World Service, New York, NY
Daniel Jacobson ’16, New England Innocence Project, Boston, MA
Ariana Keigan ’18, NARAL Pro-Choice Massachusetts, Boston, MA
Si Chan Kim ’16, Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, Boston, MA
Paulina Kuzmin ’17, Hospital General Pablo Arturo Suarez, Quito, Ecuador
Diana Langberg ’17, Community Day Center of Waltham, Waltham, MA
Tamar Lyssy ’16, Interfaith Worker Justice, Location TBD
Lauren Nadeau ’17, Rhode Island Foundation, Providence RI
Ngobitak Ndiwane ’16, AIDS Action Committee, Boston, MA
Max Parish ’16, Massachusetts Coalition for the Homeless, Lynn, MA
Karen Seymour ’17, New Orleans Video Access Center, New Orleans, LA
Aditi Shah ’17, Legal Outreach Inc., Long Island City, NY
Jessica Star ’17, AVODAH, New York, NY
David Stiefel ’16, VocaliD, Inc., Belmont, MA
Leah Susman ’18, Kids 4 Peace, Jerusalem, Israel
Elizabeth Villano ’16, Illinois Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics, Chicago, IL
Shane Weitzman ’16, The Akshaya Patra Foundation, Bangalore, India

UNIVERSAL WOW

Dora Chi ’16, Eastern Research Project, Lexington, MA
Noam Cohen ’16, Harvard Semitic Museum, Cambridge, MA
Rachel Dillon ’17, Writopia Lab, New York, NY
Margot Grubert ’17, American Enterprise Institute, Washington, DC
Lilly Hecht ’18, Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office, Boston, MA
James Machado ’16, Small Army and Small Army For A Cause, Boston, MA
Daniela Marquez ’17, Fundacion Cultural Cofradia, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Rebecca Mitchell ’16, Gulf of Maine Research Institute, Portland, ME
Mijal Tenenbaum ’16, Tip Comunicación, Buenos Aires, Argentina